Art from the Children of Family Promise Cheyenne
Ever wonder about the thoughts and feelings of children who are homeless? The artwork
depicted on these pins gives us a view in to their world. Each pin has not only an image
of the art created by homeless children in our program but also a description provided by
our case manager about the circumstances the child-artist was facing when he or she
made their drawings. In some cases the words are directly from the children themselves.
The sale of these pins helps us to help them and their families as well as those who come
after they and their families have “graduated” from homelessness and poverty to selfsufficiency and independence. That is our promise to them and you.

A. Heart Clouds ~ Molly age 7
“Molly drew a picture of love clouds to send with her sister when
her sister was taken to Children's Hospital.”
B. My House ~ Evan age 11
“Evan drew this picture after seeing the transitional house for the
first time to express how much he wanted to move into it.”
C. Love Ya ~ Dylan age 6 “Everybody needs a hug.”

D. Circle of Hearts ~ Megan age 8
“My heart surrounded by a family of hearts makes my heart
bigger; and all of the love together makes us family.”
E. Graduation Day ~ Molly age 7
“After graduation from Kindergarten, Molly saw the importance
of graduation. Just like the graduates of our program.”
F. Angel ~ Caden age 5
“Everyone needs an angel to watch over them, in good times
and bad.”
G. Mona Lisa ~ Megan age 8
“If Mona Lisa had a child it would make her smile.”
H. Jolly Fish ~ Megan age 8
“If you give man a fish you feed him for a day, if you teach
him to fish you feed him for a lifetime.”
When you wear these pins please take a moment to remember the children and their
families whose lives you have touched with your generous support. Thank you.
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For more information about this artwork, please see the other side.
Thank you.
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